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Abstract The state of seismic activity on Mars is currently unknown. On Earth, coseismic displacement has
been observed using visible wavelength images and subpixel coregistration and correlation techniques. We
apply this method to Mars with the COSI-Corr (Co-registration of Optically Sensed Images and Correlation)
software package using High-Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) images, focusing on part of the
Cerberus Fossae fault system. We derive best practices for applying this method to the study of coseismic
displacements on Mars. Using a time series of eight overlapping HiRISE images, we achieve pixel
coregistration with a mean accuracy of about 1/50 of a pixel. We see no clear evidence for coseismic
displacement in this region during a time period of over 8 years. One possible displacement signal (1–2 m of
west-east displacement over a length scale of about 50 m) that has similarities to terrestrial coseismic
deformation was dismissed as the result of incomplete correction of steep topography during the
coregistration stage. Ancillary observations of recurring slope lineae (RSL) activity in the surrounding fault
system offer no supporting evidence for the occurrence of coseismic displacement but do seem to suggest
RSL activity that does not fit into previous seasonal timescales. Although it is unlikely that we have observed
coseismic displacement in our study area during this time period, the best practice method and the accuracy
of our results offer encouragement for future studies. HiRISE, Context Camera, and Color and Stereo Surface
Imaging System images can be used to complement and independently verify in situ seismic observations by
the InSight (Interior Exploration using Seismic Investigations, Geodesy, and Heat Transport) lander or source
location changes from the ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter spacecraft.

Plain Language Summary It is currently unknown whether there are active “marsquakes”—
earthquakes on Mars—despite past missions with seismometer instruments designed for their detection.
In this study we compare images of Mars taken over 8.5 (Earth) years to look for changes at the surface that
could have been caused by marsquakes. We focused our study on the youngest fault system on Mars,
Cerberus Fossae, as it is one of the areas that probably has the best chances of being active today. We
developed a method that should be sensitive to small changes in the surface but have found no conclusive
evidence of any marsquakes. We dismissed one possible signal of change as the result of artifacts in the
method and offer best practices for future studies of this kind. Identifying marsquakes is important in
understanding the tectonic and overall geologic evolution of Mars.

1. Introduction

The European Space Agency ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter (TGO; Vago et al., 2015) and the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) InSight (Interior Exploration using Seismic Investigations, Geodesy, and
Heat Transport; Banerdt et al., 2013) missions are both focused on detecting and monitoring active surface
processes on Mars. Although these missions have different overall goals, they both demonstrate that
understanding the present is key to understanding the past. In the case of TGO, although the main goal of
the mission is to study the martian atmosphere, the Colour and Stereo Surface Imaging System (CaSSIS;
Thomas et al., 2017) instrument will help investigate the location and nature of any possible active sources
of trace gases from orbit. One of the primary science goals of the InSight mission to Mars is to measure
the magnitude, rate, and geographical distribution of internal seismic activity, through the Seismic
Experiment for Interior Structure instrument (Dandonneau et al., 2013). The only other Mars surface missions
to have included seismometers were the Viking landers (Anderson et al., 1972), whose design inherently
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exposed the instruments to wind noise (e.g., Anderson et al., 1977; Nakamura & Anderson, 1979). Despite this
problem, the level of seismicity of Mars has been predicted from studies of faulting (e.g., Golombek, 2002;
Golombek et al., 1992), with a possible single event having been possibly found in recently archived data
(Lorenz et al., 2017).

In preparation for these missions, we now have the data and methods sufficient to identify, monitor, and
even quantify active surface processes on Mars at the meter to decimeter scale. Since the arrival of Mars
Reconnaissance Orbiter in 2005, near-global coverage of unprecedented resolution has been achieved.
With the advent of submeter resolution at Mars, even small-scale surface changes can be identified and large
areas examined using methods that were previously only possible in studies of active surface processes on
Earth. Using a method of automatic and precise orthorectification, coregistration, and subpixel correlation
of orbital images, the software package COSI-Corr (“Co-registration of Optically Sensed Images and
Correlation”) can detect surface displacements of between ~1/20 to 1/50 of a pixel (Leprince, Barbot, et al.,
2007) and has been validated for use with different active feature types, including terrestrial glaciers (e.g.,
Herman et al., 2011), landslides (e.g., Le Bivic et al., 2017), and earthquakes (e.g., Hollingsworth et al., 2012),
as well as dune and ripple migration (e.g., Vermeesch & Leprince, 2012). Recent studies have also demon-
strated the first applications of the COSI-Corr method to quantify ripple and dune migration rates on Mars
(Ayoub et al., 2014; Bridges et al., 2012; Cardinale et al., 2016; Runyon et al., 2017; Silvestro et al., 2016).

Given that COSI-Corr has begun to be applied to aeolian features and processes on Mars, we aim to extend
the range of active processes that can be addressed by this approach. In this study we use COSI-Corr with
high resolution images of a likely young fault system on Mars to (1) develop best practice techniques for pro-
cessing data for Marsquake identification, (2) search for surface changes that could be the result of coseismic
displacements, and (3) predict the likelihood of future detection with different imaging instruments.

2. Data and Methods

All data used in this study were obtained through the NASA Planetary Data System (PDS) and processed using
techniques outlined below. Where possible we have combined different data sets in a Geographical
Information System to aid analysis and interpretation. Specific data sets used include topography and ima-
gery from Mars Global Surveyor, Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (Smith et al., 1999), Mars Reconnaissance
Orbiter Context Camera (CTX; Malin et al., 2007), and High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE;
McEwen et al., 2007). Higher level processed HiRISE data, called HiPRECISION data, were also provided by
the HiRISE instrument team (Mattson et al., 2012). The exact processing chain differed according to data type,
and we describe and explain standard and nonstandard techniques, respectively.

As of June 2017, CTX had returned over 88,000 images of up to about 6 m/px resolution; HiRISE had returned
over 49,000 images of up to about 25 cm/px resolution, of which over 5,000 are planned stereo pairs. In this
study we concentrate on the use of HiRISE data in the search for coseismic deformation on Mars, focusing on
eight overlapping images (Table S1, Figure 2) but discuss the possible future use of other imaging sensors.

2.1. Digital Terrain Models

Given that the availability of an accurate Digital Terrain Model (DTM) can affect the accuracy of the technique
we employ (Leprince et al., 2008), we produced four DTMs to ensure that we had full control over our data
and also the highest resolution data possible. We used a standard and verified method of generating
DTMs from stereo image pairs to ensure that results are comparable to previous studies. Following the
method of Kirk et al. (2008; Kirk, 2003), we first preprocessed our stereo images using the Integrated
Software for Imagers and Spectrometers (ISIS), freely available through the United States Geological
Survey. We then imported these images and associated metadata into the commercial image analysis soft-
ware SOCET SET, available from BAE Systems, to produce DTMs and orthorectified images, which then went
through final postprocessing in ISIS. We identified four image pairs from the eight overlapping HiRISE images
(Table S1) in our study area to be used for making DTMs. The vertical precision of each DTM depends on the
stereo convergence angle and pixel size of the images and can be estimated assuming 1/5 pixel correlations
during SOCET SET processing (Kirk et al., 2008; Okubo, 2010).

We made DTM1 (Table S2) with both PDS and HiPRECISION data and determined that the higher level data
were necessary in this study (see section 4.1), as PDS-derived DTMs had both along- and across-track artifacts
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that propagated through to final correlation and displacement results. In our case of searching for meter-
scale, fault-driven steps in the displacement maps, we found HiPRECISION data to be essential and
therefore used them throughout. Although we made four DTMs, we were restricted to using just DTM1 as
the elevation data set throughout for a number of reasons. The first is that image viewing geometry
meant that the vertical precision of both DTM2 and DTM4 was sufficiently low that the final data product
was noisy at the meter-scale, with occasional blunders. Although the overall vertical precision of DTM3
was good, the different viewing geometries meant that 42% of the DTM pixels were interpolated in SOCET
SET, rather than being the result of true pixel matching, resulting in a noisy data set at the 10-m scale
throughout. Therefore, we used DTM1 throughout our analysis due to its good vertical precision and
relatively low noise (only 5% of pixels were interpolated) but discuss some of the implications of this
approach in section 5.

2.2. Orthorectification and Correlation

Between 45 and 73 tie points were selected between the first image (T0) and each image of the time series
(Table S3). All tie points were placed in similar locations in all images, away from recognized aeolian features
in case they were active. The accuracy of the tie points was optimized with COSI-Corr using an initial and final
window size of 256 × 256 and 128 × 128 pixels, respectively. All images were orthorectified and map-
projected with COSI-Corr, using the optimized tie points, DTM1 and required ancillary data (camera and orbi-
tal geometries). For reasons outlined in section 4, all images in the time series were correlated using a sliding
window of 64 × 32 pixels (16 × 8 m) and a step of four pixels (1 m). All images were correlated with the T0
image as a baseline, as cumulative changes maximize the chance of success in identifying any active
tectonic processes.

3. Study Region: Cerberus Fossae

Our choice of general study region was guided by geology and image availability. We aimed to choose an
area that stood a good chance of showing evidence of coseismic deformation (e.g., Runyon et al., 2011)
but had sufficient repeat image coverage to explore different methods of investigation. Given that one of
the fundamental image constraints was a stereo HiRISE image pair for DTM production, we were limited to
small parts of the Cerberus Fossae fault system (Figure 1)—at the time of writing, only 39 HiRISE stereo pairs
intersected part of the mapped fault system. We narrowed our choice of region by concentrating on areas of

Figure 1. Global and regional context of the study area. Inset shows the location of Cerberus Fossae in relation to the
InSight landing site. Main image shows the fault trace (red line) of the Cerberus Fossae system. Base image is a colorized
Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter image overlain on a THEMIS daytime infrared image. Location of the main study area (Figure 2)
is shown by the black box and HiRISE stereo pairs by the white boxes.
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Cerberus Fossae found to have peaks in boulder size-frequency distribution, attributed to ground shaking
during geologically recent marsquakes (Roberts et al., 2012).

3.1. Regional Setting

The main study region is part of the central Cerberus Fossae fault system, centered around 9.9°N, 157.8°E
(Figure 2). Cerberus Fossae is a single system at this location, approximately 1–1.5 km wide and 600 m deep.
There is a smaller (up to ~100 m wide and 30 m deep) isolated fault to the north that is orthogonal to the
main system, in addition to a 10-km-long linear feature interpreted as a poorly developed fault, which is
about 40 km north of and parallel to the main system. Cerberus Fossae in this region cuts through Late
Amazonian Volcanic Unit (lAv), with Amazonian and Hesperian Volcanic Unit (AHv) about 12 km to the north
of the main system and Hesperian and Noachian Transition Unit about 40 km to the east (Tanaka et al., 2014).
Although there are complicating factors when determining surface ages through crater size frequency ana-
lysis of small craters (e.g., McEwen et al., 2005), all studies agree that the faults in Cerberus Fossae cut
through units that are very late Amazonian in age, with estimates ranging from a few million years
(Berman & Hartmann, 2002; Burr et al., 2002; Hartmann & Berman, 2000) to several tens of millions of years
(McEwen et al., 2005; Plescia, 2003). Similarly, the age of faults in Cerberus Fossae is uncertain due to
unknown slip rates, but independent studies agree that the faults present today formed entirely after
the youngest surface units had formed (Taylor et al., 2013; Vetterlein & Roberts, 2010) and could still be
active today (Roberts et al., 2012). The study area therefore appears to have the youngest surface

Figure 2. Local context and image footprints of the local study area. (a) CTX image (G12_022809_1900_6m) orthorectified by a stereo CTX DTM showing the latitude
and longitude of the study area of Cerberus Fossae. Black box shows the location of Figure 3. (b) Footprints of the 8 overlapping HiRISE images used in this study.
(c) Location of the stereo HiRISE DTMs generated for this study. DTM1 is used throughout (see text for details). (d) Timing of the different images showing the
local season at time of image acquisition. (e) Emission angle of each image, with relative image timing.
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formation age in the region, in addition to showing evidence of geologically recent fault activity. The faults
at Cerberus Fossae are likely tectonic graben (e.g., Taylor et al., 2013; Vetterlein & Roberts, 2010), with their
lateral extent and association with pit chains providing evidence that dike emplacement is the predomi-
nant regional driving process (e.g., Wyrick et al., 2004). Regardless of the ultimate cause of subsidence, it
is clear that the young age of the features offers a good first target for identifying active tectonic processes
on Mars with this method. Although not the focus of this study, the HiRISE DTM produced shows some
obvious channels originating from our local study area to the main Athabasca Valles to the southeast, in
addition to local depressions surrounding the parallel fault to the north, and locally either side of the main
system valley.

3.2. Local Setting

Although we explore the application of COSI-Corr to the full HiRISE image data available, we concentrate
some of our effort on a region that allowed the best exploration of possible coseismic deformation and
optimal imaging conditions for the approach taken. This local study area is focused on an
amphitheater-headed valley, approximately 650 × 900 m in size and up to 300 m in depth, which
branches off from the main Cerberus valley in a SSE direction. It is unclear whether water originated
directly from this smaller valley, as it lies several hundred meters to the east of the main fluvial channel
that emanates from the Cerberus valley and sources Athabasca Valles to the southeast. Laterally continu-
ous, horizontally stratified material occurs in two distinct layers in this area, similar to features at
Hephaestus Fossae interpreted as representing a transition from bedrock (likely a lava flow) to regolith
at this depth (Warner et al., 2017).

4. Results
4.1. Effect of Using HiPRECISION Data

A comparison of east-west displacement results using PDS and HiPRECISION data is given in Figure 3. We
used relative time step T1 to explore the effect, as the two images in this interval are a stereo pair, and thus
any artifacts identified at this stage would propagate from the DTM production process. Although the
ISIS preprocessing procedure includes radiometric calibration (“hical”), image column normalization
(“cubenorm”), and equalization (“hiequal”), geometric distortions can still occur due to high-frequency space-
craft jitter. These distortions can create problems with stereo correlation and affect the quality of a stereo-
derived DTM and any subsequent displacement measurements.

In the along-track direction, the dominant artifact is a 0.5- to 0.75-m amplitude periodic signal with a
wavelength of ~0.75 km, which is due to spacecraft jitter, and similar to signals observed in SPOT
(Satellite pour l’Observation de la Terre ), ASTER, and Quickbird images of Earth, and HiRISE images of
Mars (Ayoub et al., 2008, July). In these cases, attitude effects such as jitter have been successfully removed
in postprocessing by calculating the mean residual offset in the image column (e.g., Leprince, Ayoub, et al.,
2007; Scherler et al., 2008). In the across-track direction, the use of PDS data can cause false east-west dis-
placement steps of about 0.5 to 0.75 m, which are the result of misalignment between the different
charge-coupled devices (CCDs) of the HiRISE instrument (Figures 3b and 3d). A similar effect has been
observed in SPOT images of Earth (Leprince, Barbot, et al., 2007). The use of HiPRECISION data reduces these
false displacement steps to less than 0.5 m. Any artifacts left in the across-track direction can be identified as
linear features parallel to the along-track direction. Thus, any candidate marsquake signals that mimic these
remaining artifacts must be treated with caution. However, our use of HiPRECISION data has effectively
removed all attitude effects such as jitter, with no periodic signals evident above at most a 10-cm amplitude
(Figures 3c and 3e).

4.2. Coregistration and Correlation

We first explored the choice of correlation sliding window size in COSI-Corr for one time period (T5), as it
determines the spatial resolution of any potential Marsquake offset field measured (Leprince, Barbot, et al.,
2007). Figure 4 shows the effect of using four different initial and final sliding window sizes with a frequency
correlation process (Leprince, Barbot, et al., 2007). In general, the larger the pixel size of the sliding windows,
the lower the noise in the correlation result. At larger sliding windows, long wavelength noise due to camera
distortion and artifacts are present (Figures 4a and 4b); at smaller sliding windows, although the long
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wavelength noise is reduced, short wavelength noise increases (Figures 4c and 4d). We settled on a sliding
window of 64 × 32 pixels as a compromise between the two levels of noise and used the following
correlation settings in COSI-Corr for all time periods: correlator = frequency, window size initial = 64 pixels,
window size final = 32 pixels, step = 4 pixels (1 m), robustness = 4, mask threshold = 0.9, resampling = 1.
In experimenting with the correlation sliding window size, we made two main observations: (1) areas in
shadow in one or both images produce erroneous displacements due to missing/poorer quality image
data, and (2) only one displacement signal that could possibly be argued as being similar to what would
be expected from a marsquake remained in all correlation tests and time periods.

We also experimented with the use of a low-pass filter to remove both CCD and camera model artifacts, in
addition to some noise. We used the T3 correlation results, with a full image average west-east displacement
of 7 (±76 cm) and applied a low pass convolution filter with a kernel size of 49 (Figure 5). This procedure is a
built-in function in COSI-Corr and has been used successfully in terrestrial studies (Hollingsworth et al., 2012).
The resulting filtered correlation (Figure 5d) contains no visible CCD or camera model artifacts and has a
reduced average west-east displacement of 2 (±41 cm). Detailed views of our case study region (Figures 5f
and 5h) show that this filter choice leaves behind some topographic and shadow noise but also any

Figure 3. Comparison of Planetary Data System (PDS) and HiPRECISION results. (a) Image T1 (PSP_004283_1900) showing the study area and shadow conditions in
the main fault system. (b) East-west component of the T1 correlation (64 × 32 sliding window) using PDS data. Charge-coupled device (CCD) array distortions are
clear in the along-track direction as steps in the apparent displacement. Profile locations are shown by black lines. (c) East-west component of the T1 correlation
(64 × 32 sliding window) using HiPRECISION data. There is a notable reduction of detector artifacts in the apparent displacement. Profile locations are shown by the
gray lines. (d) Comparison of the across-track displacement with both PDS and HiPRECISION data. Large, meter-scale steps have been removed with HiPRECISION
data, with maximum noise from sub-CCD image artifacts about 30 cm in magnitude. (e) Comparison of the along-track displacement with both PDS and HiPRECISION
data. Spacecraft jitter creates periodic displacements with a wavelength and amplitude of about 0.7 km and 50 cm, respectively, with PDS data. The use of
HiPRECISION data appears to largely remove this signal without further processing necessary and was used throughout this study.
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possible displacement signatures at the length scale of interest. However, although the filter results are
promising in future best practice studies, for this work we used unfiltered correlation results to gauge the
overall performance of the method and to avoid the possible introduction of erroneous signals and/or
removal of real signals.

Misregistration of tie points can give some estimate of the accuracy of the subsequent orthorectification and
is given in Figure 6a and Table S3. In all cases the average misregistration is less than a single pixel, with the
best (T0) and worst (T7) cases being ~3 × 10�5 and 0.4 pixels, respectively, in the east-west directions. The
mean (±standard deviation) misregistration in the east-west and north-south directions is 0.06 (±1.8) and
0.04 (±1.2) pixels, respectively. The mean misregistration of all images in all directions is 0.079 pixels, corre-
sponding to approximately 1.6 cm. Therefore, given that the tie points were selected as having undergone
no change, we can use this misregistration value as a guide to the effective minimum displacement that
can be identified.

Figures 6b to 6h show histograms of displacement for each entire image in the time series. In most cases, the
mean displacement is close to zero, albeit with standard deviation values that are significant. The lowest stan-
dard deviation in displacement occurs in image T1, which could be the result of there being the smallest time
gap between images. It could be argued that there is indeed an overall increase in standard deviation with
increasing time between images. However, no filtering has been applied in any of the image correlation
results in Figure 6, and therefore, overall displacement also includes poorly correlated areas such as sha-
dowed regions. In the case of T1, limiting the values to those pixels with a signal-to-noise ratio of >0.99

Figure 4. Comparison of choice of correlation sliding window size. (a) East-west component of the T5 correlation, using a correlation sliding window of 128 × 64
pixels. Some charge-coupled device (CCD) artifacts are present, but there is little short wavelength noise. (b) East-west component of the T5 correlation, using a
correlation sliding window of 64 × 32 pixels. Some CCD artifacts are still present, but there is some short wavelength noise. (c) East-west component of the T5
correlation, using a correlation sliding window of 32 × 16 pixels. Reduced CCD artifacts are present, but there is an increasing amount of short wavelength noise and
some topographic artifacts. (d) East-west component of the T5 correlation, using a correlation sliding window of 16 × 8 pixels. Almost no CCD artifacts are evident,
but short wavelength noise and topographic artifacts dominate the signal. (e)–(h) Close-up of (a)–(d), respectively, showing the location of the focus of our
study, with the location of Figure 6 shown by the black box.
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reduces the mean and standard deviation displacement values by factors of approximately 50 and 5,
respectively. However, given that most of our analysis was on a local case study example with limited
shadows, we use the full nonfiltered correlation results except where explicitly stated.

4.3. Local Case Study Example

Our focus in searching for evidence of active coseismic deformation was concentrated on a single area and
signal that could be argued to be most similar to that of a terrestrial earthquake (Figure 7). No other area in
any image showed any such signal. The main pattern that we used to identify such a feature was an area with
apparent displacement that was approximately equal in magnitude, but opposite in direction, either side of a
linear feature that could be a fault. Numerous examples of this sort of earthquake feature have been identi-
fied in terrestrial studies using COSI-Corr (e.g., Avouac et al., 2006; Copley et al., 2011; Hollingsworth et al.,
2012, 2017; Konca et al., 2010; Kuo et al., 2014; Leprince, Barbot, et al., 2007) and compared to similar pro-
cesses identified with interferometric synthetic aperture radar data (e.g., Jonsson et al., 2003; Simons et al.,
2002). Figure 7 shows detailed views of the correlation results for our local case study example.

The case study area lies on steep southwest facing slopes that run down from relatively flat plains. Only one
obvious DTM error, away from the signal of interest, is obvious in this area and was avoided in all measure-
ments. Correlation results from images T1 and T2 are relatively noisy, but images T3 and T4 show near iden-
tical results of up to 1–2 mwest displacement near the top of the slope and up to 1–2 m of east displacement
lower down the slope. Images T5 and T6 show almost identical displacement results but with the directions
reversed. Image T7 is again too noisy to interpret with confidence. No other displacement signals in any
image in this local area demonstrated such a distinct and consistent, albeit reversing, signature. The

Figure 5. Example of low-pass filtering to remove image artifacts. (a) HiRISE base image T3 (ESP_022875_1900), with the black box showing the location of the local
example study area. (b) Original east-west component of the T3 correlation, using a correlation sliding window of 64 × 32 pixels. Charge-coupled device (CCD)
and camera model artifacts are present. (c) The low pass filter derived from (b), using a low pass convolution filter with a kernel size of 49, and adding 10% of the
original image back in. (d) Output of subtracting the filter from the original image. No obvious CCD artifacts are observed, leaving topographic noise, in addition to
the displacement signal of interest. (e)–(h) Close-up of (a)–(d), respectively, showing the location of the focus of our study.
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profiles through the local area (Figure 8) show these correlation results in a different manner. The shape of
the surface in the profile region is given in Figure 8a, with west-east displacements for all images in the
time series in subsequent subfigures. Again, correlation results from images T1 and T2 are relatively noisy
and show no definite trend. However, images T3 and T4 highlight the possible displacement pattern, with
between 1- and 2-m displacement in opposite directions, over a length scale of about 40 m. This trend
continues, but in the opposite direction, in images T5 and T6, with image T7 too noisy to see any
definite trend.

To further investigate whether the displacement trends seen in the local case study are indeed real, we cal-
culated the displacement vectors in the best case result, image T4 (Figure 9a). These vectors show that the
apparent displacement corresponds with the base (easterly movement) and top (westerly movement) of a
steep slope, with both signals concentrated on two subhorizontal layers separated by likely scree material.
Therefore, the possibility of having found evidence of coseismic deformation is not immediately ruled out
by the local geology that corresponds to the displacement signals.

Instead, as none of the images in the time series are nadir looking, we expect parallax difference between
images if topography is not entirely corrected during the orthorectification stage. To overcome this problem,
previous studies have reprojected images and correlation results into the epipolar and epipolar perpendicu-
lar planes (e.g., Hollingsworth et al., 2012). In this projection, the topographic noise should be isolated to the
epipolar plane displacement field. We follow the same technique by using the “Epipolar Map Projection” tool
in COSI-Corr and investigate the epipolar perpendicular plane, as it should contain no topographic

Figure 6. Summary of the misregistration and displacement of each relative image timing. (a) The mean (vertical black line) and one standard deviation (box) of the
east-west (red) and north-south (gray) components of the correlation (64 × 32 pixel sliding window) for each relative image. T0 represents the base image
(PSP_003650_1900) coregistered and orthorectified to its own SOCET SET image but with a stereo DTM and shows the lowest misregistration. (b)–(h) Histograms of
the east-west and north-south displacements across the whole of images T1 to T7, respectively. Also given in each case is the mean and standard deviation.
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information. Figure 9b shows the epipolar perpendicular correlation results, which do not contain any
displacements that can confidently be attributed to coseismic deformation. Therefore, rather importantly,
removing the effect of topography also removes any possible signal of a Marsquake, thus making it
unlikely that we have observed active deformation due to a seismic event.

4.4. Ancillary Observations

Although it is unlikely that we have found evidence of a coseismic event, the production of images that are
coregistered and orthorectified to a high level of precision means that ancillary observations can be made to
support or refute the main finding. In this case, we mapped all dark streaks that resembled recurring slope
lineae (RSLs; McEwen et al., 2011) in all images in the time series. Given that RSLs are thought to be the result
of seasonal processes, growing in length in summer and fading or disappearing entirely in winter (e.g.,
Chojnacki et al., 2016; McEwen et al., 2011, 2014), any deviation from this trend could be the result of stochas-
tic timing triggered by seismic activity. Figure 10 shows the location, density, and length statistics for

Figure 7. Example of local displacement results. (a)–(h) HiRISE images T0 to T7 respectively. (i) Stereo DTM1 overlain on a hillshade image. Contours represent 100-
(thick lines) and 10-m (thin lines) intervals. Black arrow shows the location of a small DTM blunder. (j)–(p) East-west component of the correlation (64 × 32 sliding
window) for images T1 to T7, respectively. In each case the location of the stacked profiles (average of 10 profiles 1 pixel apart) given in Figure 8 is shown. Grid
spacing is 10 m.
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candidate RSLs in each image along the main Cerberus Fossae wall slopes. Almost all identified candidate
RSLs occur on south-facing slopes, with some also occurring on west-facing slopes in our local case study
region. Through the time series from T0 to T7, the number of individual RSL-like features was 50, 45, 21,
88, 46, 6, 6, and 1 respectively. However, the number of RSLs does not correspond with the length, with
the respective mean lengths being 28, 36, 43, 28, 36, 30 26, and 23 m. There is a marked increase in the
number of RSLs in image T3, which was taken in northern hemisphere winter only 5 sols after image T2
and corresponds to when the possible displacement is first observed with confidence in the case study
area. In image T4, taken 135 sols later and in northern hemisphere spring, the number of RSLs has almost
halved, but the mean length has increased from 28 to 36 m. Almost all RSL candidates are not evident by
image T5, when a reversal in the displacement signal was observed and continue to be absent in T6 and T7.

Figure 8. Example of 50 pixel-wide stacked profiles over example study region. (a) Plots of the elevation and derived slope from DTM1. (b)–(h) Plots of the east-west
component of the correlation (64 × 32 sliding window) for images T1 to T7, respectively. Both the mean (black line) and one standard deviation (gray region) is
given in each case. T1 and T2 are too noisy to interpret, but images T3–T6 are similar to a typical displacement plot across a fault, with the order of 1 m throw over a
baseline of about 50 m, albeit with a reversal in direction between T4 and T5. Image T7 has increased noise but appears to continue the same trend. Vertical dotted
and dashed lines in each case represent the location of the extent and peak displacement, respectively, in T4.

Figure 9. Epipolar perpendicular displacement. (a) West-east component of the T4 correlation, using a correlation sliding
window of 128 × 64 pixels. Purple arrows show the displacement direction and magnitude of this result. (b) Reprojection of
the displacement map in (a) into the epipolar perpendicular plane. Black arrows show the direction of this plane across
the image, which are parallel due to the consistent use of pushbroom detector images before and after the possible event
(c.f. Hollingsworth et al., 2012). Any possible marsquake signal is eliminated in this projection.
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Several candidate RSLs and other dark slope features were observed to grow and fade in our local case study
area (Figure 11). No RSLs or other dark slope features were observed until T2, when a 95-m RSL, partially bifur-
cated, appeared ~200 m to the south of the possible displacement signatures, originating from the second
subhorizontal layer and flowing down a scree surface. This RSL has shrunk to 91m by T3, but a second shorter
RSL has appeared, originating from the first subhorizontal layer. This small RSL has faded by T4, with no
change in the long RSL, but there is an apparent darkening of material ~160 m to the west of the possible

Figure 10. Recurring slope lineae (RSLs) distribution over time in the study area. (a)–(h) shows the location (black lines) and
density (color scale) of RSLs in this part of Cerberus Fossae for each relative image timing. Box and whisker plots in each
case show the length of the RSLs at each time through the following measurements: median (red line), the 25th and 75th
centile (blue box), range (whiskers), and outliers (1.5 times the interquartile range away, red dots).
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displacement signatures. RSLs remain essentially unchanged in T5, although the large dark material has
faded to previous levels. In T6 the main RSL has started to appear to break up through fading at different
parts of the length, but there is also a subtle dark feature that runs below and almost parallel to the
second subhorizontal layer that is not present in any other image. By T7, all RSLs and associated dark
features have faded in the local case study area. We acknowledge that apparent fading of these dark
features can be misleading, and so according to a rigorous definition (McEwen et al., 2014), our RSLs are
only partially confirmed.

5. Discussion

We break down the discussion of our results into three main sections covering (1) investigating a localized
and large amplitude signal, (2) predictions of what fault events should be detectable with different detectors,
and (3) recommendations for future use of the method in seismic applications.

5.1. Localized Large Amplitude Signal

One of the ultimate goals of this study was to identify any evidence of surface deformation associated with
marsquakes. Although we did not see such evidence, we did identify some systematic signals with large
amplitude that are inconsistent with earthquakes but remain unaccounted for. We need to better understand
the source of these signals to establish if they are (1) noise introduced by the data or the processing or (2) real
signals from some yet unknown or poorly understood process (e.g., mass wasting). Given that we do not cur-
rently know the state of seismic activity on Mars, it is necessary to first look at the dynamics that would be
associated with any fault that could have produced the signal and, second, the data used in the analysis.
The former will provide information on whether any possible displacement of the type observed is likely from
a geologic perspective, whereas the latter can help us determine whether any possible displacement is the
result of artifacts of the data or processing.

The consensus view is that Cerberus Fossae fault system is a large tectonic feature made up of many indivi-
dual normal faults or fault-controlled pits in association with dike emplacement and volcanism (e.g., Ernst
et al., 2001; Head et al., 2003; Plescia, 2003; Taylor et al., 2013; Vetterlein & Roberts, 2010). Previous estimates
of the maximum fault throw measured at the main fault system studied here range from approximately 600
(Taylor et al., 2013) to 2,000 m (Vetterlein & Roberts, 2010), demonstrating significant slip on any normal faults
responsible. Our best (and only) correlation result that resembles terrestrial earthquake displacement

Figure 11. Recurring slope lineae (RSLs) over time in the local example study area. (a)–(h) show the same location with the relative image in the background and RSLs
marked by the red lines and black arrows. The length of the dominant RSL is given in each case when present. The red arrows highlight non-RSL features that appear
to have darkened in that relative image.
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suggests that 1–2 m of west-east displacement (Dmax) has occurred, possibly twice in opposite directions,
over a length scale (L) of about 50 m, giving Dmax/L values of 0.02 to 0.04, respectively. Extensive study has
shown that there is significant variation in the displacement-length scaling of all types of terrestrial faults,
due to a combination of fault mechanics and measurement techniques (e.g., Kim & Sanderson, 2005;
Scholz, 2002). Nonetheless, our possible fault-displacement characteristics are not unrealistic and lie toward
themiddle to upper end of typical Dmax/L values for normal faults (e.g., Cowie & Scholz, 1992a, 1992b; Dawers
et al., 1993; Kim & Sanderson, 2005).

However, simple analysis of the stress that would occur on this system refutes the idea of active faulting in
this local case study. To estimate the seismic moment (M) expected, we can use the simplified relationship
M = μAD, where μ is the shear modulus, A is the fault rupture area, andD is the displacement. Using our above
values, and an assumed shear modulus of 30 GPa (e.g., Scholz, 2002), gives values ofM of between 2.5 × 1014

and 5 × 1014 Nm. From studies of the Earth (Kanamori & Anderson, 1975), we can also use the approximation
M = ΔσA3/2, where Δσ is the static stress drop. Rearranging the above equation allows us to estimate the
stress drop of a feature of the size we have identified as between 2,000 and 4,000 MPa. Although the
stress-drop is scale-independent, typical earthquake stress drop values are between 1 and 10 MPa (e.g.,
Scholz, 2002). In short, any fault at this location would have activated long before the stresses reached such
high values and implies that the possible fault dynamics are implausible. In addition, the small spatial extent
and decay wavelength would suggest that any marsquake here nucleated in the shallowest part of the crust,
which is unlikely given the low normal stresses expected at these depths and perhaps supports Cerberus
Fossae being the result of collapse atop dilational faults at depth (Runyon et al., 2011; Wyrick et al., 2004).

Although it is not possible to confidently predict the nature of any possible fault in our local case study area
due to the resolution of the topographic data being too poor, it is possible that if present, any fault is not a
simple, single normal fault. Instead, the presence of two distinct layers in the wall and the possible displace-
ment pattern could suggest a number of possible different fault type and geometries, including an oblique-
slip or double fault. It is also possible that any possible activation and reversal in displacement direction in our
local case study area could be the result of a change in the larger stress conditions, as experienced, for exam-
ple, by the propagation of a dike and the evolution of a stress shadow (e.g., Green et al., 2015).

Overall, although the fault-displacement characteristics and possible geometries are not unrealistic com-
pared to terrestrial faults, the stress analyses and epipolar perpendicular correlation results strongly suggest
that topography was not entirely corrected during the orthorectification stage and that we have not
observed coseismic displacement in this case. This interpretation is supported by the observation parameters
of the images in the time series. The apparent reversal in the possible displacement signal occurs in images
T5 and T6, the only images that have an emission angle lower than the base image T0 (Figure 12). In effect,
the topographic effect in the correlation results is likely a result of the near-nadir observations containing few
to no pixels covering the steep (>80°) slopes of the canyon walls.

Although there will be an element of observational bias due to image properties and season, we also see no
definitive evidence in the distribution and timing of candidate RSLs to support their formation through
coseismic deformation that matches the timing observed in our correlation results. However, the sudden
increase in RSL-like features between images T2 and T3, which were also taken under similar conditions, is
an interesting observation that does not easily sit with the hypothesis that liquid water, albeit a brine, is
responsible (McEwen et al., 2011; Ojha et al., 2015) for their formation and aligns better with water-free for-
mation mechanisms (Dundas et al., 2017).

5.2. Prediction of Detectability

Given prior COSI-Corr performance (e.g., Leprince, Barbot, et al., 2007), it should be possible to identify coseis-
mic displacements in HiRISE images at the centimeter-scale. Although there are possible complicating factors
when determining surface ages through crater size frequency analysis of small craters (McEwen et al., 2005),
all studies agree that the faults and/or pits in Cerberus Fossae cut through units that are very late Amazonian
in age, with estimates ranging from a fewmillion years (Berman & Hartmann, 2002; Burr et al., 2002; Hartmann
& Berman, 2000) to several tens of millions of years (McEwen et al., 2005; Plescia, 2003). We can use these
maximum ages to predict the likely slip rates and thus whether the displacement is observable with COSI-
Corr using two end-member cases: (1) fault creep and (2) fault stick-slip.
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5.2.1. Fault Creep
The characteristic earthquake model states that individual faults and fault segments in a single fault zone
generate earthquakes of essentially the same magnitude (e.g., Schwartz & Coppersmith, 1984), resulting
in a constant slip rate over time when averaged. Active normal faults in terrestrial rift basins on Earth have
slip rates of 0.01–10 mm/year (e.g., Cowie & Roberts, 2001). Over an assumed 15-year period, successful
HiRISE image correlations with COSI-Corr of 1/20 and 1/50 pixels could detect minimum slip rates of 0.75
and 0.3 mm/year, respectively (Figure 13), well within terrestrial rates. The slip rate on faults at Cerberus
Fossae are poorly constrained due to the uncertainty in their age, but if any faulting occurred in the last
850 ka at faults with all but the smallest throws, then our technique should be capable of detecting the
movement, regardless of the slip rate (Figure 13). Similar predictions for CTX and CaSSIS images at 1/50 pixel
correlation yield detectable slip rates of 8 and 6 mm/year, respectively. A caveat to this estimate is that any
signal would be best observed by our method if the fault was creeping at the surface; if creep was occurring
on part of a fault at depth, the signal would be filtered by the overlying elastic crust producing a long-
wavelength arctan-like signal, with the resultant change of signal more difficult to detect with these
optical methods.
5.2.2. Fault Stick-Slip
The modified overlap model of earthquakes states that small portions of a fault can rupture with variations in
time and location (Roberts, 1996), resulting in regions with relatively short earthquake recurrence intervals.
There is recent, tantalizing evidence of extremely recent marsquakes at faults in Cerberus Fossae, from the
spatial variation in boulder size populations along the graben (Roberts et al., 2012). The boulders have left
trails in aeolian ripples, which can be used to estimate the timing of the marsquake(s) possibly responsible
for triggering boulder avalanches. Recent work using COSI-Corr has derived ripple migration rates of
0.2–1 m/year on Mars (Bridges et al., 2012), implying that a 1-m-wide boulder track (i.e., 4 HiRISE pixels to
be resolvable) would be obscured by active ripple movement at the bottom of Cerberus Fossae in 1–50 years.
Assuming a 1/20 pixel correlation with COSI-Corr means that new boulders and/or boulder trails of 0.0125,
0.3, and 0.23 m in size could be identified with our technique with HiRISE, CTX or CaSSIS data, respectively.
The above analysis is based on the assumption that ripple movement occurs at similar rates across Mars.

Figure 12. Summary of image observation geometry. (a) East-west component of the T4 correlation, using a correlation sliding window of 64 × 32 pixels. Stereo
DTM1 contours represent 100- (thick lines) and 10-m (thin lines) intervals. Thick dashed line shows the approximate location of the boundary between the zones
of equal and opposite displacement. (b) Aspect of the surface from DTM1. (c) Slope map of DTM1 scaled to emphasize steep regions. The study area has slopes
greater than 80° in places. (d) Fig. of Merit (FOM) values of DTM1 in the local study area. Values <40 (green) are interpolated, with only those values >40 actually
representing successful automatic correlation in SOCET-SET. (e) Schematic diagram showing the observation geometry of the different relative image timings. T0 is
the base image and is shown in each case for comparison. In images T5 and T6 the emission angle is less than that of T0, essentially leading to a different look
direction.
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Further analysis is needed for studying any movement of the ripples in Cerberus Fossae, which is optimized
for aeolian features and takes into account the detrimental effect of shadows.

The identification of no coseismic displacement or related features will still provide important results, as the
threshold detection limit for the COSI-Corr method and image data will be used to determine for the first time
a definitive maximum current slip rate. This slip rate can then be used to calculate the cumulative total
moment release on the faults, which has been used to predict the size-frequency distribution of seismic
events on Mars (Knapmeyer et al., 2006; Taylor et al., 2013). To this end we can determine our correlation per-
formance post-priori in this study, for comparison with the predictions of detectability (Figure 13d). Our best

Figure 13. Prediction of detectability of coseismic displacements with COSI-Corr. In each case solid gray lines show theoretical fault slip rates as a function of
maximum throw on individual faults and time since faulting. Terrestrial data are from onshore and offshore fault systems. Mars data are from two different sources:
Four faults at Cerberus Fossae, with maximum ages of 2.5 Ma; four faults with variable maximum ages. In both Mars cases, the maximum age is an estimate due to
the inherent problems with crater counting of very young surfaces, whereas the minimum age is essentially unconstrained. Shaded gray regions show the
detectability ranges for the COSI-Corr method at both 0.05 (1/20) and 0.02 (1/50) pixel correlations. Predictions are made for (a) High-Resolution Imaging Science
Experiment (HiRISE), (b) Context Camera (CTX), and (c) Color and Stereo Surface Imaging System (CaSSIS) imaging instruments. (d) shows the post-priori correlation
performance for each image.
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performing image in terms of coregistration was T0, as it was tied to itself and therefore should not be used to
test performance. Instead, the average coregistration performance of each image in this study suggests that
fault slip rates of between 0.1 and almost 10 mm/year should be detectable using this method (Figure 13d). If
correct, our results suggest that there has been no seismic movement in the study area during the interval of
HiRISE imaging at these orders of magnitude scales.

5.3. Recommendations for Future Use

Although previous studies have used COSI-Corr in studies of aeolian features on Mars (Ayoub et al., 2014;
Bridges et al., 2012; Cardinale et al., 2016; Runyon et al., 2017; Silvestro et al., 2016), this study is the first
attempt to use this method for identifying and quantifying coseismic displacement. Even though it is unlikely
that we have successfully identified a marsquake, we can offer recommendations for future use of the
method to maximize the chance of success. In terms of image acquisition, given that we need a high-
resolution DTM, then there needs to be a stereo pair with little time gap between images to minimize the
chance of any changes affecting the quality of the resulting DTM. Then just one other image taken either
before or after the DTM is required, with as much time gap as possible to maximize the chance of identifying
coseismic displacement. In addition, to minimize any possible topographic effects in the correlation results,
the third image should be taken with observation parameters as close as possible, preferably identical, to one
of the stereo pair images that will be used for correlation. Returning repeat HiRISE or CTX images of an area
with these image constraints is a difficult and data-heavy procedure. However, the CaSSIS imaging instru-
ment on the ExoMars 2016 TGO is particularly well suited to this task, as it is designed to acquire a stereo pair
for DTM production on a single orbit. Single HiRISE or CTX images can then be used as the third image in the
sequence, taken before CaSSIS images were acquired and giving a time gap of up to 14 years at the start of
TGO science operations. Given that no previous studies have investigated the use of CTX data with COSI-Corr,
which can also be used as a proxy for CaSSIS image resolution and coverage, our current focus is on quantify-
ing the changes, both coseismic and eolian, that can be identified and quantified with these data. Initial
results are promising and will be published in a future study.

Once images have been acquired and correlations have been determined, then there are several different
approaches that could be used in future studies to improve the results. A more rigorous assessment and
removal of DTM errors and topographic effects could be explored in future studies, in an attempt to identify
subtle changes (Scherler et al., 2008). The use of post-processing filters could also be investigated, with direc-
tion and magnitude having been successfully used with terrestrial data to improve the correlation results
(e.g., Scherler et al., 2008) and median filters used to remove high-frequency noise (Hollingsworth et al.,
2012; Hollingsworth et al., 2013). Principal component analysis has also been used with correlation results
for Mars (Ayoub et al., 2014) and could be tested in future tectonic studies.

Given that themethod used here is a time- and data-heavy procedure, it is useful to target areas with the best
chance of having undergone recent, or even active, seismic activity. We used a previous study of boulder dis-
tribution in Cerberus Fossae to guide our selection of study area (Roberts et al., 2012), but future studies could
use the detection of possible diagnostic fault-related mineralogies (e.g., Arancibia et al., 2014; Sánchez-Roa
et al., 2017) as a proxy for age, as presumably older fault surfaces will either be masked by dust or collapse
scree. If internal cooling and large lithospheric loads are the dominant source of seismicity (e.g., Panning
et al., 2016), then studies of faults near the Tharsis region would be useful. Finally, direct detection of seismic
activity by the InSight mission could yield a marsquake location (Böse et al., 2017), faults within which could
then be studied with COSI-Corr to provide independent confirmation and complementary information on
martian seismicity.

6. Conclusions

We have conducted the first search for active seismic activity on Mars using subpixel image coregistration
and correlation. Our study focused on one area of the Cerberus Fossae fault system, to the southeast of
the Elysium volcanic province. We used eight overlapping HiRISE images taken over a time period of about
8.5 Earth years in an attempt to identify and quantify any surface changes that could be attributable to seis-
mic displacement. In using this approach, it is evident that unless suitable postprocessing techniques are
developed, the use of jitter-corrected images significantly improves the correlation results. Investigation of
the correlation parameters highlighted the different scale of image noise and possible changes in the
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resultant displacement maps, which can be improved with the use of a low-pass filter postprocessing.
Together with the use of jitter-corrected images, this filtering can effectively remove almost all instrument
artifacts from the final correlation data. Overall, we saw no strong evidence for coseismic displacement in
our study region during the time period of the observations. One candidate signal had some similarities with
typical terrestrial earthquake displacement, with an apparent west-east displacement of 1–2 m, possibly
twice in opposite directions, over a length scale of about 50 m. This signal was present, albeit with different
noise levels, in all of the images in the time series. However, we dismissed this signal as evidence of coseismic
deformation and, through the use of an epipolar perpendicular projection, instead interpreted this signal to
be the result of the incomplete correction of topography during the coregistration stage. Ancillary observa-
tions of RSL activity in the surrounding fault system, which could be triggered by stochastic seismic events,
do not obviously support the observation of a seismic event, although RSL activity that does not match pre-
vious seasonal observations elsewhere requires further explanation. Nonetheless, our study offers a best
practice approach in searching for active marsquakes with orbital images, which can be used to complement
and independently verify in situ observations by the InSight lander.
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